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CEOCFO: Mr. Griffin, what is the focus at Vortini today?
Mr. Griffin: The focus at Vortini is sales forecasting and the metrics that help 

companies successfully deliver a forecast. All companies with a sales process create a forecast. Companies typically use 
spread sheets to manage the process, but there are a whole variety of reasons why the spread sheet model breaks down 
– the spread sheets need to be manually prepared and consolidated, they are disconnected from the data, and there is no 
easy way to manage the overall process. Certainly as companies grow in size and complexity a point is reached where 
spread sheets no longer work. We provide an cloud-based solution to manage the entire sales forecasting process.

CEOCFO: How does your solution work?
Mr. Griffin: The Vortini solution is integrated with Salesforce, which means that when Vortini produces a forecast, it is 
always aware of the status of the opportunities that are contained in Salesforce. The forecast is a collaborative process 
that is carried out through the entire sales organization. It is rolled up through the sales organization and then the 
consensus forecast is produced at the top. That is part one of the process. Part two of the process is we monitor the 
delivery of that forecast through the remainder of the forecast period, and we provide guidance as to whether the forecast 
is going to be delivered or not.

CEOCFO: What might you take into account when coming up with the forecast that people might not typically 
add in the mix or that people overlook?
Mr. Griffin: People overlook that producing the forecast is not simply a projection of the opportunities that you find in the 
CRM. It is really a scenario that is created around those opportunities. The scenario takes into account the risks 
associated with each opportunity and uses knowledge and understanding that is not contained in the CRM. We make that 
process visible so sales management can verify that every forecast is realistic. This might mean, for example, that 
forecast win rates and the time expected to close opportunities is consistent with what the seller has achieved in the past, 
or consistent with peers.

CEOCFO: What are the challenges technologically to make it work? Is it more of a matter of figuring out the 
elements than the technology?
Mr. Griffin: There is a certain amount of complexity involved in managing a forecast. It is not simply a question of 
projecting a forecast from the CRM. If that were the case then it would be simple, and if that were the case nobody would 
ever miss their forecast. The complexity comes from looking at previous sales behavior, previous delivery of forecasts, 
and using that intelligence applied to current forecasts to make sure we got it right. We are very keen on not just 
managing the production of a forecast, but also at all stages helping management to understand that the forecast is on 
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track to be delivered. In large part that comes from a very detailed understanding of how pipeline is used and how 
revenue is delivered over any forecast period.

CEOCFO: Who is concerned about the forecast? Is it just the salespeople?
Mr. Griffin: The forecasting process is interesting. The accounts are owned by sellers, so the forecasts starts from those 
people as they have the knowledge of the opportunities and the accounts. However, as you go up through the 
organization, contributions to the process come in from management who are responsible for business units and when 
you get to the very top, the forecast serves two groups. The forecast serves the sales department, who are on the hook to 
deliver a certain amount of revenue in a defined period of time, but the forecast is also of huge interest to the finance 
department. The finance department looks at much business is going to be closed and importantly when the revenue is 
going to flow from that business. The reason they care about that is because they will have a whole series of opportunities 
to both invest new money or to constrain spending, so they want to know what the cash flow of the organization looks like 
so they can make informed decisions. You cannot make an informed decision about expenditure unless you have got a 
very strong view on what the forecast revenue is going to look like. You need to have confidence in the process.

CEOCFO: How can you account for external events in a forecast, such as a natural disaster?
Mr. Griffin: Companies typically forecast for defined periods of time, for example, the quarter ahead. The typical pattern 
will be to forecast the Quarter at the very start of the Quarter, when information is occasionally a bit sparse. Then they will 
forecast again at the end of the first month, then again at the end of the second month, and then they forecast weekly as 
they get towards the close of the quarter. The forecast is not something you just do at the start of the quarter and stand-
back and wait to see if it is going to be delivered. You carry on monitoring the forecast and you refresh the forecast on a 
regular cadence or on demand. Therefore, if some extraneous event occurs, such as an economic shock, then they may 
need to redo the forecast urgently. The minute we see that a forecast is going off track, we want to tell management, and 
give them the maximum possible time to do something about it. Early warning is key. If you discover late in the Quarter 
that a forecast is undeliverable, there is no time to make corrections.

CEOCFO: Are there particular industries that are a focus for you?
Mr. Griffin: We have no particular industry bias, and for that matter our solution works very well across medium and large 
enterprises. We see sales models where you have got sellers that are dealing with a small number of individually 
important opportunities. We also see situations where sellers are managing large numbers of smaller opportunities in a 
more automated fashion.

CEOCFO: How is business these days?
Mr. Griffin: Business is good. We have been in the market now for a number a number of years. We are finding more-
and-more companies that understand that the sales forecasting process that they have been running with spread sheets 
has reached end of life. That could be because they realize it cannot adapt to restructuring the sales organization or 
cannot adapt when the company makes an acquisition. Or if maybe that the spread sheet guru that created the process 
has left. Or is may simply be that it is a slow and cumbersome process that produces a result that no-one has confidence 
in.

CEOCFO: How are you able to keep up with the demand? Can you scale as needed?
Mr. Griffin: We have capacity ourselves, but we see ourselves primarily as the providers of the technology. An area we 
have been active in is looking for organizations that have existing relationships with customers that can help us deliver 
these solutions. For example, consulting firms that do CRM implementations will see when their customers have 
forecasting challenges. We would like to work with them to help them position sales forecasting as an additional offering 
for those customers.

CEOCFO: What is your global reach today?
Mr. Griffin: We have an office in North America and we have another office in London in the UK.

CEOCFO: Do you see opportunities for expansion? Are there particular areas you would like to focus on?
Mr. Griffin: It is fairly even at the moment. North America is frequently an early adopter.

CEOCFO: Put it together for our readers in the business community. Why use Vortini?
Mr. Griffin: The reason you should use Vortini is because your existing processes are not providing the forecasts that 
anyone is particularly convinced by. People use Vortini to run a very efficient sales forecast process, so people will have 
confidence in their ability to produce an answer quickly and accurately. It will help them to make sure the forecast is on 
track for delivery and ultimately to make sure their revenue goals are hit effectively.


